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IDESPREAD interest in hydraulic drives was 
created in this country when hydraulic couplings 
were incorporated in several popular automo- 

biles. This was the outgrowth of the inventions of Dr. 
Ing. Hermann Foettinger in Hamburg, Germany. over 
30 years ago. Dr. Foettinger developed both the hy- 
draulic coupling and the hydraulic torque converter for 
use in Diesel-powered vessels having up to 20.000 horse- 
power available for driving the propeller. 

The use and development of hydraulic drives spread 
to Sweden. where the Ljurigstrorn works further devel- 
oped the hydraulic torque converter under Lysholm- 
Smith patents, and to England. where Vn1car1-Sinclair 
developed the hydraulic coupling. The Swedisli appli- 
cations were made largely to rail cars and the English 
applications to trucks and buses. 

It has been in the last four or  five years that wide- 
spread industrial development has occurred in these 
two hydro-kinetic drives. The American Blower Corpo- 
ration was sub-licensed by Vulcan-Sinclair to manufac- 
ture hydraulic couplings. the Twin Disc Clutch Company 
licensed under Lysholm-Smith patents to manufacture 
industrial hydraulic torque converters and hydraulic 
couplings. and Spicer Manufacturing Corporation to 
manufacture torque converters for automotive uses. 
These three American organizations are rapidly extend- 
ing the uses of hydro-kinetic drives. and new industries 
are rapidly availing themselves of  the advantages of this 
development. 

Positive-drive hydraulic units are also in widespread 
use in the United States. but this type of drive is a 
separate and important field which will only be touched 
upon at this time. 

ADVANTAGES OF HYDRAULIC DRIVES 

The original developments of Dr. Foettinger were 
connected with the development of the Diesel engine. 
Some simple device was needed to absorb the torsiorial 
vibrations and "un-equality" of operation of this engine. 
and the hydraulic torque converter and hydraulic cou- 
pling proved to be the devices needed. One of the most 
important advantages of all hydro-kinetic drives is the 
reduction of vibration and smoothing-out of the flow of 
power from internal combustion engines. In addition. 
they absorb shock loads. prevent stalling of the engines. 
and provide a smooth method of starting a load. These 
fundamental characteristics of the hydro-kinetic drives 
apply without regard to whether the unit is a hydraulic 
torque converter or  any of the several types of hydraulic 
coup1 i ng. 

Hydraulic torque converters have the further advan- 
tage of developing high output torque at  low output 
%peed? while maintaining high operating speed in the 
prime mover. The over-all efficiency of the torque con- 
verter reaches a maximum of approximately 83 per cent. 
which is low compared to certain electrical units. but i t  
allows the prime mover to develop full input horse- 
power by running at maximum speed. For this reason 
the output horsepower from a torque converter is often 
higher than with mechanical transmissions with the 
engines operating at reduced speeds. 

The hydraulic coupling. on the other hand. has a 
maximum efficiency of over 95 per cent. but the output 
torque of a coupling can never exceed the input torque. 
From these radical differences one can see that each type 
of hydro-kinetic drive has its own particular advantage. 
and care must be used in selecting the correct unit for 
any particular installation. 

AT LEFT: 

Ratio of output torque 
20 t o  input torque. 

OUTPUT RPM, PERCENT O F  INPUT RPM 
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Performance characteristics of hydraulic coupling used with an internal combustion engine. 

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF HYDRO-KINETIC DRIVES fluid for h e i r  drive. lioth units transmit horsepower in  

a pump or impeller on the driving 
end and a reaction memLcr on the 
drixen end. The rotation of tin' 
impeller imparts kinetic w ~ e r a  i o  

the fluid in the closed circuit and 
drives the fluid to the outer peri- 
p h e q  of the unit. The iurhinc 
member then al)aorl)s the kinetic 
energy of the fluid in its hladp- 
and the fluid- having lost i t ~ e l o c -  
it\ .  is returned to the rw~tra l  
portion of the unit. The impeller 
again picks u p  the fluid and the 
cycle is repeated. There is no 
mysterious characteristic imparted 
to tlie fluid at high velociiies. as 
has sometimes been described. The 
entire action is hadvd on fin]]- 
known J a ~ s  of Iqdraulicsi. 

There is no pwitiv e connection 
between tlie impeller and the 
turbine member, dud this feature 
al lous the fluid to J ~ ~ O I - f )  shock. 
absorb vibration. and provide 
smooth starting. llot li tonpe con- 
verter and coupling depend upon 
the kinetic energy imparted to the  

AT LEFT: Axial hydraulic forces balance each other in this twin 
coupling. AT RIGHT: A variable-speed coupling in which working 
fluid is removed, cooled, and returned t o  circuit. (Illustration courtesy 

Power Magazine.) 
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Construction of a typical hydraulic torque con- 
verter: P i s  impeller, T,, T., and TL, are runner vanes, 
and F and F, are the fixed vanes. (Illustration 

courtesy Power Magazine.) 

~ e l o p  torque in proportion to tlie square of the speed of 
the driven member arid the fifth power of the diameter. 

HYDRAULIC COUPLINGS 

The hydraulic coupling is the simpler of tlie I N )  
tijdro-kinetic drives. It consists essential!> of two iden- 
tical opposed vaned members, so that either half can 
he used as the driving or  driven member. I n  certain 
adaptations of the  hydraulic coupling. added feature- 
are incorporated to alter this arrangement slightly. but 
the basic principle remains. The two opposed memliers 
being identical. one would expect to find the character 
of power transmitted identical with the power driling 
the coupling, and  this is the case. except for  friction 
losses. In the traction or  sealed type of coupling. the 
simplest and most common hydraulic coupling. t h e  out- 
put speed is on1 J about t 1 1  rce per cent less than the input 
speed. and the output torque is always equal to the input 
torrrue. 

In addition to the simple traction or sealed (*oiipliiig. 
one may obtain scoop tube or  variable speed  coupling^. 
ring type coupling?. dumping couplings. and clutch 
type wuplings. These have all been developed to mecl 
certain requirements. but they arc basically the "arne a'- 
the traction coupling. Perhaps the most iritere~ting of 
these special couplings is the scoop tube coupling. whir-11 
a l l o t s  the operator to rontrol the volume of fluid i n  
the roiipling. This controls the amount of slip for ai 
giten output speed and torque requirement. In additii 
the scoop tube coupling allows the fluid to be constant 
removed from the circuit. cooled. and reintroduced i n  
the circuit., 

APPLICATIONS OF HYDRAULIC COUPLINGS 

The hydraulic coupling is essentially a constant- pee( 
cori~tant-torque h-vdraulic unit. and as such it shouli 
he  used on drives rer~~lir ing this t i p e  of power. It i 
also an efficient drive. and one need not be concernc'd 
w i t h  loss i n  pmver through this type of unit. The paÃ§ 
senger automobile is one of tlie outstanding successful 
applications of hydraulic units. since it  has a relatively 
constant-speed. constant-torque drive after the unit gains 
speed and is one in which economy of operation is a 
prime factor. 

One of the best inrhistrial applica~ioris for  hydraulic 
couplirigs is that between I he internal combustion engine 
and the propeller shaft on moderate-sized power boats-. 
The coupling absorbs engine vibrations and provides ;t 

very smooth drive. I n  new developments for  fishing 
boats hydraulic couplings are being incorporated into 
multiple-engine drives to compound the power of t u o  
engines into a single propeller shaft. This drive has the 
added advantages of balancing the power of the two 
engines and protecting the compounding drive equip- 
merit. It is interesting to note that the original develop- 
ment of hydraulic drives was made in connection with 
ship propeller drives incorporating up  to 20.000 horse- 
power, and now the drives are being developed for 
fishing boats having recpurcrrient~ of approximately 300 
horsepower. 

Couplings are also useful in connection with electric 
motors which muÃ§ he started under load. The fact that 

Engine speed variation, hydraulic coupling on engine: 22.4 strokes per minute; left, 105-1 15 pound pressure; 
center, 132 pound pressure; right, 200 pound pressure. 
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the coupling transmits torque in proportion to the squarr 
of the speed allows the electric motor to gain bpeed 
under light torque. With this type of driiv. standard 
push-button controls and standard electric motors can 
be successfully used tu start heavy loads. The load is 
cilso started much more smoothly than it itli special liigli- 
starting-torque electric motors. Electric motor drives of 
this nature are in operation on grease n~ixei'a, belt con- 
\thyors. ball mills, and mail) similar tyi)es of inacliiner) 
Itliere the unit must btart under full load. 

(hnsiatent reports uf reduced rnaiutenance of  efiuip- 
merit are received from operators using drives incor- 
porating Iiy draulic couplings. One of tlie iuost interest- 
ing came from a major contractor operating hcavj 
dirk-moving equipment. One set of earth .nxn crs 'wai 
capable of transporting 13 yards of material per load 
and another sot vvas capable of transporting on1) f1\i! 
~ a r d s .  Both were of a similar nature and both working 
un the same job. and both employed the mechani- 
cal transmifcsion in the dri\e. The 13-jard imit includecl 
a liydraulic: coupling and the five-yard uni t  hcid a C - O I I -  

ventiotial drive. In almost a gear's operatiuji. o11h t w o  
repair jobs were required for  tlie transini~friu~is in t ln~  
large units equipped with hydraulic couplings, ~ t h i l e  
there b a s  an average of one a "week on the srnailer zinit:, 
which were not protected by hydraulic couplings, despite 
the fact that the smaller units \+ere loaded much lighter. 

Hj  draulic couplings w it11 built-in friction clutclies are 
11oi\i being used in power shovels and on engines sup- 
pl j ing power to oil-well piimping units. Both uf t l ~ e ~ t ;  
operations are carried on ~ t i ~ l i  the engines working at 
relative constant speeds, hut tlie horsepovv er lequii-e- 
nients vary rapidlj .  The coupling reduces tlie peak load 
on the engine by smoothing out tlie power requirements. 
f i l e  recording tachometer arid vacuum gauge readings 
taken on an  experimental oil-well pumping installation 
show how the coupling smooths out the load on the 
engine vvhen pumping conditions remain as nearly con- 
stant as possible. Without the coupling the engine speed 
varied from approximately 600 r p m  to 900 rpm on ever) 
stroke of the unit. This variation U C I ~  reducetl to les? 
than half that obtained with the standard d h c  after the 

hydraulic coupling had been installed on the engine. A 
similar reduction of the intake manifold pressure w i a -  
tion w s  oKserved. The clutr'h t j pe  of coupling allows 
the operator to disconnect the engine from the driven 
n~emliers uheii neces'ar?. liut a l l o t s  him to remain in 
hydraulic drive at  all times i+hile operating. 

Tlit~ $coup tube. or variable speed. IIJ-draulic c:oupling 
baa the added advantage of controlling the speed of tlie 
output shaft b j  regulating the amount of fluid in the 
coup1iiig. I n  this tg pe of roupling an adjustable tube 
t stcnds jut0 the hy draiilic circuit and drains the fluid 
down t o  am desired level, thus allowing the coupling 
to slip. The amount of fluid and the degree of rilil) 
control the output speed of the coupling. It is apparent 
tliat tlie efieici~cj of the scoop tube coupling is inverse!) 
proportional to the slip. 

Scoop luht! couplings are used to advantage in driving 
Â¥Jiitel piimps in (hilling oil M t'llb. It is sometimes advan- 
~ y e o u s  to hold a constant prete.surt; on the drilling flnid. 
("\ti] vvhen there is n o  rirrulaiion of fluid. This is done 
wit11 the m ~ o p  tube coi~l ) l i~ ig  1 ) )  adjusting the tube to 
give the debired driving toniiie at the rated speed of t h ~  
prime mover. 4s the scoop control roupliug has pro- 
\isions for cooling the coupling fluid. this condition of 
full slip in the coupling can he maintained for an  
tbxtended period without overl)eat i~~g tlie coupling. 

Variable speed couplings are also used in the auto- 
rnalic control of superchargers on dirplanes. In this case 
the reduction in air  pressure. as the plane gains altitude, 
operates a diaphragm vvhich introduces fluid into the 
v~iipl ing.  Tile higher the plane goes, tlie more fluid i s  
introduced into the coupling and the more the coupling 
output speed increases. This increase in fluid and output 
speed is regulated so tliat the output speed of tlie 
coupling, and. in turn, the speed uf tlie supercharger, 
ti ill be correct for any given altitude. 

LIMITATIONS OF HYDRAULIC COUPLINGS 

Hjdraulic couplings are best fitted for  those drives 
i i i  which the prime mover is operating- at a uniform 
speed over lung periods of time and where the output 
speed and torque are fair l j  constant. Couplings are not 

Engine speed variation, friction clutch on engine: 120- 143 pound pressure; left, 22.2 strokes per minute; 
right, 19.4 strokes per minute.. 
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simple centrifugal pump. The torque converter is no1 
reversible, nor can the driven or turbine blade he used 
as driving members. 

The output and input members of a torque converter 
are very different in appearance, and the output and 
input speeds and torques are also very different. The 
output speed of the torque converter varies from full 
engine speed at zero torque to zero speed at five time- 
engine torque. Thus we can see that the converter runs 
at zero efficiency both at stalled output speed and when 
the output speed equals the speed of the prime mover. 
The hydraulic torque converter is a very successful 
hydraulic transmission between these two limits. One of 
the first reactions to the converter is the loss of from 
15 to $0 per cent of developed horsepower when work- 
ing in the recommended speed limits of the hydraulic 
unit. The converter efficiency does not tell the entire 
story in this case, as it is the work done in a day's time 
that counts, not the fuel consumption nor efficiency. 

One of the outstanding cases of torque converters 
working at  almost zero efficiency and getting a job done 
that could not he done in any other way came ltist after 
December 7, 1941. Pearl Harbor was lined with ships 
lying in the mud on their sides, and a means had to be 
found to right them. Six Wheels, Inc., in Los Angeles, 
built six heavy-duty winches including twin disc torque 
converters in the drive. These were shipped to Pearl 
Harbor and rigged up with the necessary blocks to pull 
the ships upright. For hours the converter shahs were 
almost stalled with the engines running at  full speed 
and developing full horsepower. Each time a fraction 
of an inch was gained on the hoist drum the converter 
held it and a continuous pull was maintained on each 
hoist drum all of the time. The ships were righted 2nd 
the torque converters, working much of the time at  zero 
efliciency, get much of the credit for  doing the job. No 
other known drive would keep the high torque on the 
drum drive hour after hour without rest. 

APPLICATIONS OF TORQUE CONVERTERS 

Hydraulic coupling installed on oil-well pumping to five times prime-mover torque at stalled output speed. 

engine reduces variations in engine speed and A drive of this type is very useful in any operation 

impact loads on sucker rods. uiring repeated changes in torque requirements, as it 
matically selects the proper 

t speed foi any load within its 
all natures are the most logica 

but study reveals 

ne of the early commercial a 
erters in large numbers was 
stry of Washington, Oregon, 

a. Internal combustion eng 
es on the hoists, 

of steam engine operation. Torque con- 
e installed on several hoists; they provided 
aracteristics which did some things it wae 

to do with steam and they allowed loggers 
ical internal combustion engines in plare 
ey engines. Each section of log to he 
ary in weight and the hydraulic torque 

ter automatically selected the maximum s 
ich any given log could he moved or hoiste 
der hoists the units driving through torque con 

on blades and turbine blades are ver able to hoist the logs at full throttle, hold 
upended at an even elevation while swinging them ov 
e truck bed with the enei~ nes at partial tlirott . , 
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lien lower them against the torque ron~er ter  a3 the 
engine throttle is closed a little more. In this entire 
Operation it is not necessary to touch a single clutch or 
brake lever from the time the log is hoisted until it 1s 
in position on the truck bed. All movements-hoisting. 
liolding, and lowering-are done by control through the 
engine throttle only. In addition i t  has been found that 
many more logs can be loaded each day with converter- 
equipped units. and wire line and chockers gsve ind- 
terially greater life. 

Another early commercial application of torque con. 
verters was that made to oil-field hoisting equipment, o r  
drawworks. The torque converter proved in the oil held., 
as in the logging industry, that it would do more work 
in a day than similar units not provided with this 
hydraulic drive. It also proved that over-all main- 
tenance on the rigs was greatly reduced through tin1 
protection of the hydraulic drive. The torque converter 
lias its best opportunity to show its advantage in pulling 
the drill pipe from the hole, as each stand of pipe 
pulled reduce" the weight of the remaining pipe to he 
hoisted. Time studies taken on rigs equipped wit11 
torque converters show that hoisting time is reduced as 
each stand of pipe ia removed, and this is not true on 
rigs powered with internal combustion engines not 
equipped with torque converters. 

The oil-field operalors are also using torque con- 
verters to provide smootli power to small independent 
totary table drives. These remove much of the impact 
loads and shock from the drill pipe and have proved 
their advantage in fields where they are suitable. Three 
interesting pump drives are now being developed in  the 
nil field, including torque converters in the drive. Thi5 
i-lrive has often been questioned for torque converter 
application because of the continuous operation with 
maximum horsepower requirements and the possibility 
of damage to the pump when the stalled converter dc- 
vclops five times normal torque. Two of the pump drives 
are very special and are ideally suited for torque con- 
verter drives. One is an oil-well cementing pump used 
where the initial requirements on each job are to provide 
high-volume, low-pressure fluid. When all cement has 
been placed, it is necessary to build up and hold very 
high pressure against the ceifient until it has set. The 
other drive is used on an oil-well clean-out pump where 
the operator desires very high starting pressures to b ~ e a k  
circulation in the well and then wants to increase the 
volume rapidly as the pressure required to circulate 
reduces. Torque converters provide the required power 
and output torque to perform these jobs with the gieatest 
assurance of successful operation. 

The late war was responsible for  two interesting 
applications of torque converters Many of the landing 
craft were equipped with torque converter drives i n  
their anchor winches. These landing craft drop their 
anchor several hundred feet before they rim up onto the 
beach. When they have unloaded, the throttle on thr 
anchor winch engine is opened and the drive throng11 
the converter puts a strain on the anchor line. This 

AT TOP: Hydraulic torque converters on oil-well 
drilling unit improve hoisting performance and re- 
duce maintenance cost. A T  BOTTOM: Duplex re- 
ciprocating pump driven through torque converter 
insures maximum pressure and volume under all 
conditions. (See also cover illustration caption, 
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strain is greatest a t  stalled speeds. !mt is substantial 111) 

to a speed equal lo the reverse speed of the craft.  The 
hydraulic torque converter insures maximum pull on i h ( t  
anchor line at all times and also sufficieni speed ou the 
spooling drum to make sure that all slack is taken u p  
as the boat is floated by the cornbination of the anchor 
line pull and action of the waves. 

Many of the army tractors used in transport ir i~morl-  
prate field pieces included torque converters in their 
drive. The latest of these units are powered bj t w o  
215-horsepower engines, earl1 equipped with its ou 11 

torque converter. It has been proved that the smooth 
flow of power to the tractor treads lias allowed the 
converter-equipped tractors to move equipment in area's 
where other units cannot travel. The army tractors a n b  
an  outgrowth of early developments of AlIis-Chalmers 
with converter-equipped industrial tractors, and Alli+ 
Chalmers is again in production of these units in limiteti 
numbers. 

City buses. heavy-duty short-haul trucks, and rail car-; 
show other interesting applications of torque converters 
t o  mobile equipment. Many of the newer buses in 
Los Angeles are now equipped with torque converter 
drives. They can be identified by tlieir rapid accelera- 
tion and even engine speed. No change in exhaust sound 
ran be detected as the buses pick up speed. since the] 
do not shift gears and the engines maintain maximum 
speed at  all times. The loss of efficiency at  liigi road 
speeds limits the use of torque converters, but this is 
not a problem on city buses in view of the number of  
stops and starts they make and the short distance.' the) 
travel at  high speeds. Rail cars present a different 
problem. They require high starting torque and smooth 
application of power to the wheels in starting tlie t ra ins  
but they also require full power and speed between stops. 
Special direct-drive converters are used for dri jes on 
buses and rail cars so the operator can shift from 
converter drive to direct drive when the high startin? 
torque is not required. 

Many other suitable applications will no doiiht he 
developed for torque roriverters. At the present time 
plans are being made for  off-the-highway trucks vvitli a 
gross load of 300.000 pounds, powered by t ~ o  200- 
horsepower engines driving through torque cornerter-;. 
Fi'hitia; boats are also using converters to provide a 
constant strain on the lines used in r e c ~ v ~ r i i i ~ t h e i r  
Iieavy nets. The Navy uses torque converters on sub- 
marine net hoists guarding one qouthcrn ( a l i  forriia 
harbor. 

LIMITATIONS OF TORQUE CONVERTERS 

Care must be used i n  selecting the ratio of : i l l  drive' 
in connection with torque converters in order that they 
m a j  do most of the work in the efficient range of the  
converter. The high torque developed in the output shaft 
also places added loads on all conventional gear train'- 
installed in many pieces of machinery. TIio loss of un 
average of 25 per cent of power through tlir comerter 
makes tins type of drive undesirable in those units 
operating at their maximum horsepower capaoit! arid 
relative uniform loads for long per io( l~  of time. 

SUMMARY OF HYDRO-KINETIC DRIVES 

Both hydraulic couplings arid hydraulif- tor(1iic ( 0 1 1 -  

verters require relative high input speeds in order 1 0  
operate to tlieir best advantage. Industrial internal t-on]-  
bustion engines operating at 1 100 rpm anrl greater rate< 
are Iery suitable for use with the prepcut hydraiilir 
drives. Both drives provide smooth starting of load*, 

prevent o ~ e r l o a d i n ~  and stalling the prime movn.  and 
absorb much of (lie torsional ^bratioil of ilie (>tipill( s. 

( ouplings are suitable on ronstarit-spe~d. f*oi~ ' tan t - to i~ tp i~  
drive? ?$here efficiency in  exce-it, of 05 per rent i-; desir(d. 
Torfjne conberters are adaptable t o  tliokcb operations J I I  
which the prime mover i v  i i l  be operated ;it varioii*-- 
speeds and load6;. and fthere tlie output qper~d and t o n p r  
varies u ith succcssi\ e operations. 

There are many applications in whir-h r-ouplinp and 
converters are riot quitahle. and many rnoie st~ii:ihlr 
appliratior1-i will he developed as more t,\peiience is 
gained will1 these dri \e .~.  Earh new ( l r ~  e l~~pmen t  will 
require careful stud? of the operatiow, to lie performed 
and careful engineering to sdect  proper speed and torqueh 
requirements. 

POSITIVE HYDRAULIC DRIVES 

In addition to the Ii)dro-kinetic units which have I J ~ P I I  
described. there are several fine posii i v  r 111 dranli( driv(h 
units in widespread use in iridn'-try. The*--? unit? :ire oftell 
built in to various machine tools and general 4 develop 
but a low horsepower. In this type of drive a hydraulic 
pump provide? a flow of fluid at the reqiiin (1 pte-'l-;~ie 
and volume for the drive. The fluid is can  icd throiigh 
suitable lines to the positive-dri~en ii>draulie motor. In 
most types of positive-drive units either the pump or t h e  
motor has a variable volume control to i c y i h t ~  the 
speed of the driven unit. One of the inanufartiiror~ o f  
positive hydraulic drives verj aptl! romps I c- h i s  i i n i t  

with an electric generator and an elcrtric motor. The 
hydraulic pump generates hydraulic- power uliic-li ran 
be transported reasonable distances and around ob-tr11c- 
tions to the hydraulic motor. just a'-s electricit! (-:in IN' 
carried oker wires. The pou er  de\ clopecl d c j x ~ d s  u p o n  
the volume and pressure of the jliiicl. jn .I a : el~ct r i"  
poner depends upon the c oltage and current. 

Positive II! clraulic drive? have t l i r e ~  onf~tandiri;: 
chararteri~tics. The hydraulic motor-; can I Ã ˆ  rcvei-i;ed 
very easih. a wide range of motor speed-; can l i e '  0 1 , -  
tairsed. and the hydraul i (~  pomsi can easily I Ã ˆ  trnii'-portcd 
reasonahle distances through suitable pipe<. Thr In-  
ciranlic fliii(l is in a closed cirrnit so that i t  is wed 
repeated1 y. 

'Hie positive hydraulic drive tinil* do not h a t ( >  thr 
abilit! to absorb shark load-; v~ hirh is "0 chai a( lei-iqic 
of the hydro-kinetic. drives. 
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for [)farit life ar~el as  if. heca~lse of the r ~ a t ~ i r c  of t t i ~  
oils. the plant reacted b j  cal l ing them off. as  i-s also the 
rase when intraderrnal oil injections are made in animal's. 

The question has repeatedly come up as  to what func- 
lion the oils could have in plants. and many guesses 
have been made. surh as the attraction of iri~erts for 
pollination. protection against snai Is or  other enemies. 
sealing of wounds. varnish against excessivv evaporation. 
etc. The experimental evidence for tliese opinions i~ not 
very strong: it reqs  (In a feu, individual experiment's 
which do not al1o1t generalization. 

The interesting field of tlir hiorhemiqiry of the oils. 
ivhir11 also includes our percept ion of tliese as  odor^ and 
flavors. is slill prartirally a rioted hook. Our chirf 
interest u p  to the present lias been to enrich oiir statis- 
tical knowledge. mostly in view of c-ornmercial a than-  
tages. A diversion of tliis ir~terr~st to the underlying 
biochemical principles will undonbtedl? Lo of benefit 
to all concerned. 
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